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`The Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys)
Group of Advanced Motorists
WELCOMES YOU
As the UK‟s leading road safety charity, we are dedicated to increasing skills for
all road users, raising driving and riding standards and helping to save lives on our
roads.
Becoming part of the IAM, in whatever capacity, is a great way to enhance your
driving and riding skills in an enjoyable and educational environment. Of course,
safety is always our top concern, but it‟s a fun and exciting experience too!

Membership of our group includes:  One to one guidance sessions providing full preparation for your
Advanced Driving Test
 A copy of the IAM guide to advanced driving techniques „
 How to be a better driver'
 Advanced Test conducted by qualified IAM examiner
 Written assessment of your test performance
 IAM Certificate on passing the Advanced Driving test

An open invitation to:Monthly Guidance sessions held on :Sunday mornings, at two venues
Evening in the summer months
Second opinions conducted by senior observers
Evening training sessions held indoors during the winter months.
Guest speakers include
The Highways Agency,
Crash team investigators
IAM Examiner
Group organised events, recent sessions include:Skid pan experience,
Competitive tests of driving skills
The road from the cab of a 40 ton lorry
For more information visit our websites
matlock-iamroadsmart.org.uk

Facebook - Matlock IAM

Twitter - MatlockIAM

Congratulations on passing
your test
Associate

Observer

Tom Elliott M/C
Edward Rockett

Geoff Salt
Initial Observer Peter Gunn
Passed in Oxford

IMI National Observer Car
Harry Gregory (Reassessment)

Welcome to the group
Kev Blowen M/C
Ian Moss M/C

Lucy Dixon
Richard Warvell

New Full Membership
Norman Hill M/C

Successes

Dave Crudace
(motorcyclist),
receiving his certificate
from Kevin, with Keith
Pearce, his observer.

Three Generations
Edward Rockett who did part of his training in Matlock and passed his test in
Oxford where he now lives, with his Mother Elizabeth and Grandfather Peter
Gunn, who was a senior observer and is now one of our group observers.

Chairman’s Ramblings
Welcome to the first newsletter of this new year and I
wish all members And readers a Happy and Healthy
2019
I send a very warm welcome to our new associates and
am sure that under the guidance of our qualified
observers they will find preparing for the advanced test
both an enjoyable and rewarding experience. I also
welcome Norman Hill to the group as a full member. Norman passed his advanced
bike test some while ago and recently passed his masters with distinction. Whilst not
currently an observer Norman is keen to become one and pass on his knowledge to
others.
I congratulate Tom Elliott on passing his advanced bike test with thanks to his observer
Geoff Salt.
I also congratulate Edward Rockett on passing his advance car test. Edward joined the
group and started preparing for his advance test under the guidance of group observer

Peter Gunn who is also Edward‟s grandfather. Edward actually lives in Oxford and was
at university there so for practical reasons completed his preparations and passed his
test with the local group. Edward has followed in his family‟s footsteps and continued
the family tradition as his grandfather Peter, mother Elizabeth (Peter‟s daughter) and
father Kirk have all passed their advanced test. I am sure that four advanced drivers in
one family must be very uncommon and I know that Peter is rightly very proud of his
daughter and grandson‟s achievement.
I was very pleased to hear that Harry Gregory successfully passed his reassessment
as an IMI National Observer, Car, so congratulations and well done Harry.
I also heard that Stewart Barton, one of our observers, recently retook and passed his
fork lift truck driving test. I think this is a first for the group. Stewart puts his
qualification to good use with his voluntary work with the aquabox community project.
Normally in this issue of the newsletter I am congratulating the winner of the Annual
Photographic Competition however this is not the case this year as the December
meeting saw the annual George Smith Trophy Challenge. Once again this was
organised by Bill and involved carrying out a number of tasks. The tasks would have
been quite simple had it not been that those taking part had to wear special glasses
which simulated the effect on vision similar to that caused by excessive alcohol! It was
a very enjoyable evening and the eventual winner was Dave Cruddace who had come
along to receive his advanced bike certificate so it was a double presentation for Dave.
Congratulations to Dave on his success and thanks to Bill for organising the event.
We can look forward to a talk by Brian Fearn on Brooklands in February and the annual
quiz in March
Finally do not forget the AGM on Tuesday 2 April when I hope as many members as
possible will turn up, remember this is your group so come and have your say and let
us know your thoughts on running the group.
As always I wish you safe motoring.
Kevin J Knight - Group Chairman

Winter Programme
Brooklands.
th

The speaker at the 5 Feb meeting will be Brian Fearn of Abbeybrook Cacti fame, but
rather than cacti he will talk to us about 'Brooklands' Race Circuit, which is one of, if not
the first motor racing circuit in the country .

Annual Quiz.
The March meeting at the Whitworth centre on 5th March at 7.30 will be the Quiz, prepared
and mastered by Ian Revill – hopefully in good health this year.
We hope to have teams from Chesterfield and other local groups as well as our own
teams.

Annual General Meeting
The AGM will be held on the 2nd of April, at the Whitworth centre at 7.30pm.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by order of the Group Committee, that the Annual General
Meeting of the Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys) Group of Advanced Motorists, will be
held at 7.30pm on Tuesday 3rd April 2018 at the Whitworth Centre, Station Rd., Darley
Dale, Matlock DE4 2EQ, to enable the Trustees of the Group to present their Annual
Report and Accounts for the year ended 31.12.2017, for approval by the Group Members
and to conduct an election.
Bill Storey Date January 2018
2 Wye Bank Group 4191
Bakewell
DE45 1BH
All officers and committee members retire annually and may offer themselves for reelection by group full members. Those elected become charity trustees of the group.
Nominations (to the secretary) are invited from full members to stand for the offices or the
committee. The nominee must be willing to stand for the committee and inform the
secretary of his/her ability and willingness to serve.
Please Note you may not stand for the committee if the law debars you from being a
charity trustee.

George Smith Challenge
This year‟s George Smith Challenge was indoors as last year‟s event was rained off.
It involved members wearing special goggles which are designed to give the effect of
drunkenness on vision.
There were three rounds.
Round 1, to place three balls onto three
cardboard tubes without holding the tube or
knocking them over. Then remove the balls
and place on three more tubes. Easy! Not
for everyone!
Round 2, the same as round 1 but timed.
Round 3, skittles. Use the three balls to
knock 6 tubes over. No damage or injury
was caused despite some wayward shots.
The overall winner was Dave Cruddace
with an overall score of 14.5 seconds, no
faults and all six tubes demolished.
He was presented with the George Smith
trophy by Kevin Knight.

IAM Examiner Nigel Watson
I recently attended the Chesterfield Group‟s evening meeting,
with other Observers from our Group. Nigel Watson the IAM
car examiner for the north of our areas gave a presentation
on himself and his role.
Nigel started with the Sheffield car Group several years ago after becoming a driving
instructor. He was a National Observer, Masters, Mentor and Observer Assessor. He
became an examiner about 12 months ago. He says he misses the group involvement.
He explained what he is looking for from candidates on test.
Firstly, a clean and tidy car. Make sure the windows are clean.
He knows they will be nervous so tries to calm them down, explaining he wants a safe and
legal drive. He will ask some questions from the Highway Code, so I recommend all
Observers ensure their associates have a copy and READ IT. He will ask what a few road
signs are, so test your associates.
IPSGA – ensure the associate understands IPSGA and
can explain it in a few sentences, AND, can explain it on
the approach to any hazard, AND uses it at all times.
Making progress – make sure associates can and do
drive up to the speed limits, where safe to do so. Failing to do so is as bad as exceeding
the limits, on test. Get up to speed on slip roads. Joining at say 40mph is not good
practice. He will sit with the seat far back so he can see the driver‟s feet and the speedo. If
the speedo is set back in the dashboard, he will lean over if he suspects the speed is over
the posted limit. There‟s a clue to the associate!
Vehicle sympathy. Avoid being in too high a gear and making the engine labour. A
responsive gear is required at all times.
Spoken thoughts. Really helps. He will not give a F1RST pass if an associate does not
give spoken thoughts. Some do it throughout the test, but he at least expects 10 minutes.
This helps him know what the driver is seeing, and what they plan to do about it.
Mirrors. Make sure the associate uses their
mirrors, and checks blind spots. Lack of mirror
use is a very common problem.
Limit Points. Understand what they are and
drive to them. He knows when associates don‟t
do this.
Smoothness. He expects a smooth drive, even
when making progress.
No coasting. He does not want any coasting, where the clutch is depressed when
cornering.

Cruise control. Can be used on test, but, only where appropriate. He would not expect it
in 30mph limits, or on twisty roads where throttle control is needed.
Tyre depths. He has asked associates the legal tyre tread depth, and several have not
known. (1.6mm for cars).
He said that some associates were unaware of the two types of pass – Pass and F1RST.
Make sure they do please.
Nigel is a nice bloke. As he says, he wants the associate to pass as much as they do.
Bill Storey

Chief Observer.

Changes to rules of the road which drivers need to
know for 2019
Motorists face a wave of changes to road laws that they need to be aware of in the New
Year to avoid fines. Most of these have been included in previous articles – but you will
have a reminder to be able to tell your friends!
These include a requirement to leave enough space when overtaking cyclists, and a range
of new standards for MOT tests.
But there are also some new freedoms for drivers, such as the ability for learner drivers to
use motorways if accompanied by an
instructor.

Changes to the Highway
Code include:
Overtaking cyclists
Drivers need to leave enough space for
cyclists when they overtake them or face
a £100 fine. The Highway Code states
there should be 4ft 11in (1.5
metres) between the car and cyclist around the width of a car door.
Learners on motorways
People learning to drive will be able to
use motorways if accompanied by an
instructor. Previously, they were only
allowed to do so after getting a licence.

This graphic, released by Dorset Police,
shows the minimum distance motorists must
leave when they overtake cyclists

Smart motorways
The government is considering a £100 fine for drivers who use lanes marked 'x' in smart
motorways. Lanes are closed if there is an accident ahead. Using them could also result in
points being docked from you licence, under new proposals.

There are also new categories for cars going through a MOT, which were introduced
last year . These are:
Dangerous - Direct or immediate risk to road safety or the environment. Leads to a Fail.
Major - Could affect the vehicle‟s safety, put other road users at risk or affect the
environment. Fail.
Minor - No significant effect on safety, but should be repaired as soon as possible.
Advisory - Could become more serious in the future.
Pass - Meets the current minimum legal standards.
Drivers must also be aware of new checks for under-inflated tyres, contaminated
brake fluid, reversing lights (for cars made since September 2009), brake pad
warning lights or missing brake disks and daytime running lights (for vehicles
produced since March 2018).
There are also plans to bring in new graduated licences for newly passed drivers.
These would place new requirements on new drivers, which the RAC believes could
include:


Driving curfews – restricting new drivers from roads during certain times



Passenger numbers – legal limits on how full a new driver‟s car can be



Lower alcohol limits – reduction in the legal threshold for blood readings



Speed limits – new drivers restricted to slower speeds



Engine sizes – power output limits put on the new drivers‟ vehicles



Mandatory „P‟ plates – required for up to two years after passing a test.

Revised and updated logbooks launched
IAM RoadSmart is pleased to announce the launch of the updated IAM RoadSmart
advanced driver and rider logbooks. We have updated all six versions of the
logbooks for associates, observers and examiners. Richard Gladman, head of
standards, will be letting you know about the changes in detail but in the
meantime we are preparing to deliver the new style logbooks to our observers,
examiners and trainers. Please note current associates can continue to use their
existing logbook as the versions are fully compatible. New associates will be
issued with the new style logbook from the start of February; timing subject to
final print delivery dates.
To make sure all observers receive an updated logbook we’ll send a bulk delivery
to every group secretary containing the appropriate amount of logbooks for
current observers in the group. The logbooks will then be added to the group
marketing toolkit and resource library as well as electronically to the website
dashboards. All examiners and trainers will receive a copy of the new logbook in
the post in early February at the latest.
I will hand them out when I get them.
Bill

‘Body Language’ – a few Observations
I think that we would all agree that Observation is key to advanced driving. This informs
our decisions and feeds into our Planning and Anticipation within „IPSGA‟. I therefore offer
a few thoughts on the subject, having been „volunteered/encouraged‟ to do so by our
Newsletter Editor.
When following another vehicle for any reasonable amount of time we can learn a few
things about their style of driving; do they use mirrors, indicators, brakes frequently,
observe speed limits, etc?
For example, in my local area I am often
following traffic down the long winding hill
towards Hathersage village from the
Surprise View. I frequently see drivers
applying their brakes into and through
every bend. When this happens whilst out
on observed runs with Associates in the
same area, I have asked them what is
going to happen when we get to the next
bend and they usually tell me that the
driver in front will brake into and through
the bend, just as he/she did on the last
one. On the previous bend we lost our
previously good safe following distance and eventually had to apply our brakes to avoid
running into the car in front. However although the Associate had observed the other
driver‟s previous behaviour, and then anticipated what will happen at the next bend, our
approach to it was not going to change ?
I suggested that unless we increased our gap to him/her before the bend we would be
obliged to brake in the bend again too. After a short period of this exercise the Associate
usually begins to employ the technique regularly. If we observe, and anticipate but do
nothing with that increased information then we lapse into the driver in front making
decisions to affect our driving – making us brake in the bends etc. Let‟s take back control
(as they say in Brexit discussions !).
What about a different observation from a following position. Have you seen what I call „the
Churchill‟ or „nodding dog‟ It‟s just that the nodding is not from the rear parcel shelf – it is
performed in the driver‟ seat. What does it mean – the driver is either „just checking the
mobile phone‟ or more commonly actually texting whilst driving his/her lethal weapon down
the road. Despite the deaths already proven, the doubled penalties and the publicity to
make this behaviour seen as antisocial as drink-driving, it continues. Some people never
learn or believe that it will not happen to them, they have quicker reactions than the rest of
us.
So what should we do about this one, having observed it? The first reaction should be to
hear alarm bells ringing – we have no idea what this driver may do next; drive through a
red light, across an occupied pedestrian crossing or suddenly spot their turning and take it
-no time for mirrors, signals - just turn. I have seen all three. Exercise extreme caution and
make sure your all-round scanning and observations are good, as you are now really

having to anticipate what hazards the driver in front may have to negotiate, despite he/she
being completely unaware of them as yet. Perhaps obvious but overtakes now become
significantly riskier.
Another situation often seen from a following position is when we approach and enter a
reduced speed limit area, perhaps a built-up area or near a school where the limit is
reduced from 30 mph to 20 mph by signs with flashing amber lights. As advanced drivers
we reduce speed of course, but our gap to the vehicle in front increases, because that
vehicle has not reduced their speed. What does this mean to us? Well when we leave the
area, and can legally increase our speed again, it may not be
long before we are again following the same vehicle at the
constant speed they appear to be driving at regardless of road
conditions and speed limits. But now we know that one or more
factors may be in-play.
It may be that the driver hasn‟t/doesn‟t notice speed limits or
other signage, (so what else are they not seeing ?) or does see
them but consciously ignores them. When we reach the next
built-up area why should we expect their behaviour to be any
different ? It could be that we have no opportunity to overtake
before we reach that next area, but if we do overtake we should
not be surprised if this vehicle closes up on us again when we
reduce our speed but he/she does not wish to and they may
indicate this to us by following too closely. Of course we know
that this should not happen but at least if we as thinking drivers have anticipated this as a
possibility then we are just a bit better prepared for it if it does. In-line with the rest of our
driving we are aiming to minimise the surprises and Observe, Anticipate and Plan.
Although the term „body language‟ is usually used to refer to the posture of humans, I
believe there is an equivalent when looking at vehicles on the road. Have you experienced
the situation where you „just know‟ that the vehicle in Lane 1 of the motorway is going to
pull out in front of you without any signals ? It may also be referred to as „second sight‟ or
some other term, not an easy situation to describe concisely and accurately, but I would be
surprised if you haven‟t experienced it or don‟t know what I mean. I don‟t mean in
situations where our observations should prepare us for someone about to move because
they are closing up on slower moving HGVs which are speed limited, approaching a hill, a
split in motorways etc.
So we again rely on our all-round scanning and observations, whilst trying to occupy a
position which leaves us options should these things happen. It may be safer to slow our
progress slightly and wait for the lane to our right to become available for our use if we
need it.
Driving on our increasingly busy roads is not getting any easier, and the risks are
increasing, so as Advanced Drivers we must continue to be THINKING drivers.
Keep the observation going - Safe driving.
David Graham
National Observer

Suddenly
Shaun Cronin, IAM RoadSmart regional service delivery team manager (southern)
writes about a topic which is applicable not only at Christmas, but all year round
With the festive season now upon us my mind occasionally turns back to Christmas 1990,
14 December 14 to be precise on a very cold early turn. An ordinary routine patrol day
now etched forever on my memory. This was to become a defining career moment,
attending my first fatal road crash. As a police officer I had achieved my dream job, I was
now a traffic officer.
I had attended numerous sudden deaths in the preceding five years, but with that white
cap and bright yellow coat came a big responsibility: the job of investigating why people
had died on the road.
It is possible to train in all the aspects of the law, become proficient at dealing with
collisions, but nothing in reality can train you for that first time you have to search
someone, now a lifeless body, who has been involved in a catastrophic collision, for
something to confirm their identity.
Then once you find out who they are, you are making that dreaded trip to a front door and
in an instant, your words will change a family‟s life forever.
Over the years I investigated numerous collisions from slight bumps to fatal crashes, and
in the main people had those collisions for the following relatively simple reasons,
sometimes for more than one of these reasons:






Speed on approach – the big one, just arriving at situations too fast for the
circumstances with no time to react to road or traffic conditions
Cornering – see above and often with no idea how to assess them correctly
Overtaking – most are never taught this skill so they learn by experience
Distractions – once it was tuning the radio or changing the cassette – now mobile
phones
Intoxication – from both alcohol and drugs

Have you ever noticed when people talk about a
driving or riding incident that happens on the road,
they use that word – „suddenly.‟ But was it?
Was it really suddenly, or was there something to be
seen or anticipated? You listen now when people
go to great lengths to tell you their personal story
and you will hear what I mean. „Suddenly all the
traffic stopped in front of me.‟ „Suddenly he just
pulled out from the junction.‟ „I was overtaking and
suddenly a car appeared.‟
In advanced driving and riding we use the term TUG
to refer to the information that is around us, i.e. we
take, use and give information at all times to make an informed driving and riding plan.

We use the information to plan what can be seen, what cannot be seen and what we can
reasonably expect to develop. So ultimately we observe, anticipate, prioritise, decide and
act accordingly for the prevailing circumstances.
So if we all did this much better would there be zero collisions? Well probably not quite, as
to err is human and humans are behind the wheel or the handlebars. Personally, I suspect
there would be a hugely significant reduction in people being killed or seriously injured.
Another one to watch out for is those who are exercising their rights. „But it‟s my right of
way‟ I hear them cry and profess it wasn‟t their fault that the other vehicle „suddenly just
pulled out‟ into their path.
We don‟t actually have a right of way but we do have a priority over others depending on
road signage and markings. But you know what … there is nothing worse than being „dead
right.‟
And it doesn‟t matter if you are in the right but dead - as you will still be dead.
Instead of thinking „it‟s my right of way‟ we really should be thinking: „What is my plan to
mitigate the possibility of them pulling out in my path,‟ „Can I do anything to help the
situation‟ etc. etc.
That is much better than being dead. As being dead is very final and someone has to
come and deal with that.
In closing I want everyone to reflect on those two things, the „suddenly‟ and being „dead
right.‟
Neither actually need to happen. A driving licence is a privilege earned not an absolute
right and we all have a duty to equitably share the road space with each other.
No one wants to receive „that‟ knock on the door at Christmas, or at any other time of the
year for that matter. I speak for those police colleagues still serving, in saying that they
actually don‟t want to have to knock on your door either.

No!! the new
rule only says
that 2 cyclists
can ride side
by side!!!

The dangers that lurk on our safest roads –
motorways
By Mike Quinton, IAM RoadSmart Chief Executive Officer
On Wednesday night I sensibly got an early night,
conscious that the following day would be a busy
one – our Annual General Meeting preceded by a
meeting with our trustees. So I was deeply asleep at
1:30am when I received the phone call all parents
dread – my eldest step-daughter had been involved
in a collision on the M1.
She had rear-ended a lorry… did she nod-off? Were
his lights on? Who knows? And she was standing on
the hard shoulder with the lorry driver not knowing
what happens next.
She had not had a drink and fortunately she was not
badly injured but the car, which coincidentally was to
be offered in part-exchange the following week, was a write-off.
The police arrived and her car was taken away – but how was she to get home? I
contacted the RAC, but we didn‟t have accident cover, just breakdown, so they would not
help. So it was off with my jim-jams and out into the freezing night at 2:30am to collect
her. Thankfully the traffic officers took her off the motorway and I met my very relieved
step-daughter at the sanctuary of a BP garage.
So what are the lessons? Motorways are comparatively safe, but can be much more
dangerous late at night – you might be tired (in which case take a break), or hypnotised by
the lights (again slow down and take a break) or surprised by lane closures as repair works
are often carried out at night.
In the wee small hours, expect the unexpected. And think about what might happen if you
are involved in an accident, in which you are not hurt but stranded.
The dangers of motorways and dual carriageways were also brought home to me this
week with news that two Good Samaritans were killed on the A20 as they were helping the
driver of an overturned car. Fast moving traffic is dangerous as collisions at speed are far
more likely to end up in fatality. The RAC recently encouraged drivers who see one of their
breakdown vans on the hard shoulder to move over and slow down – very sound advice.
It always amazes me when I see a vehicle broken down on the hard shoulder with a
warning triangle 20m behind it – warning triangles should not be used on motorways.
If you do find yourself in the position of being the first on scene of a crash, we always
advise not to try and cross the live carriageway to call for assistance. If you do see the
crash and have to stop, put your hazard lights on and slow down a long way from the
incident, slowly rolling in and controlling the traffic behind you.

If you can use an emergency phone it will locate the incident to the Highways team. All
marker posts at the side of the motorway are numbered, again this will locate the incident
and tell the emergency services if you are in carriageway A or B.
So where can we at IAM RoadSmart help? I would like us to target what I call the “nervous
middle” – those inexperienced or simply less confident and capable drivers who would
really benefit from our help. Historically they would have been daunted by the “advanced”
tag, so our new IAM RoadSmart identity works better. That‟s not to say we should move
away from our heartland - good drivers who wish to become even better, absolutely not.
The good news is that I am pleased to say that my step-daughter is on the mend – a
broken finger, cracked ribs, dented pride and bent metal. And a promise to spend a bit of
time with Richard Gladman, head of driving and riding standards, in the near future.

Crashes caused by drivers going too slowly
soar by a third in UK
The number of road crash casualties caused by slow drivers has surged by almost a third,
official figures show. They caused 175 injuries and two deaths on UK roads in 2017,
Department for Transport figures show.
It represents a 31 per cent increase in a year, raising concerns that hesitant or slow drivers
– including so-called middle lane hogs – could be emerging as a safety threat. The figures
also detail incidents where a slow-moving vehicle was a contributory factor.
While campaigners often focus on the dangers posed by speeding drivers, AA president
Edmund King warned that „driving like a snail can be as dangerous as driving like a
cheetah‟.
He said large numbers of motorway users hog the middle lane and drive far below the
speed limit, which can fuel dangerous overtaking as well as congestion.
„I was in a queue of five cars joining the M3 recently when the lead driver was driving at
approximately 25mph,‟ he said. „It was incredibly dangerous.‟
Driving well below the speed limit can lead to punishment for careless driving – an offence
that normally carries a £100 fine and three points on a licence. While most instances of
slow driving will result in a verbal warning from police, a maximum penalty of £5,000 and
nine penalty points could be issued if a case goes to court.
Minimum speeds are rare on UK roads but are in place at some
high-risk locations, such as tunnels, with drivers notified by a
circular blue sign.
The Department for Transport statistics also show that 261 people
died as a result of drivers being „careless, reckless or in a hurry‟,
while there were 19,639 casualties resulting from such incidents.
A DfT spokesman said: „Careless driving including driving too slowly is an offence and
anyone caught faces prosecution.‟

AA has warned that 'driving like a snail' can be every bit as dangerous as going too fast
The rise of slow drivers could be down to the record number of elderly drivers on Britain‟s
roads, according to the AA.
DVLA figures show almost 5million of the 39 million driving licence holders are aged over
70. More than 100,000 of these are aged over 90.
AA spokesman Luke Bosdet told the Daily Telegraph: „The vast majority of elderly drivers
drive locally and stick to set routes.
„But if they are driving slowly on the
motorways when they go on longer journeys
to see a relative, than that becomes a
problem.‟
Mr Bosdet also said impatient motorists
behind slow drivers can cause accidents,
adding „some people are so keen to get ahead
they will take risks‟.
Older drivers must complete a self-assessment every three years and declare they are in
good enough shape to continue driving.
But there is no requirement to take a formal driving test or medical before they go back on
the roads. A poll of 2,000 UK drivers commissioned by car maker Hyundai this year found
slow drivers is the seventh most common cause for motorists to swear.
Research published last year by Queensland University of Technology found the risk of
accidents rises when motorists slow down to use their mobile phone.
The study suggested it prompted tail-end crashes, congestion and frustrated drivers
performing aggressive overtaking manoeuvres.

More Dad jokes
A ham sandwich walks into a bar and orders a beer. The bartender says: 'Sorry we
don't serve food here.'
I wouldn't buy anything with Velcro. It's a complete rip-off.
Why did the hairdresser win the race? He knew a short cut.
My wife suggested I wash the car with our son. I told her a sponge would be better.
What did the ocean say to the shore? Nothing, it just waved.
Two peanuts were walking down the street. One was a salted.
What do you call a male ant? An uncle.
How much does a millennial weigh? An Instagram.
Milk is the fastest liquid on earth. It's pasteurized before you even see it.

Dazzle
As Advanced Motorists / Riders, we should be setting an
example to others. Firstly, side lights (parking lights) are of
little or no use in poor weather or dusk or darkness. If you
need lights, the minimum is dipped headlights.
Make sure your lights work before setting out. It‟s too late
when you are coming back over the moors and a headlight
is not working.
Rear lights and brake lights – if you have someone who
can help you check them, do so if not, reverse up to
something to check your brake lights. I have seen several cars with just the high level
brake light working. While you are at it check the rear fog light(s) are working.
When out in the dark, check to see that your headlights are adjusted correctly. This avoids
dazzling other road users. If you use front fog lights, switch them off when not needed.
They just add to the glare and don‟t help.
When using rear fog lights, switch them on when it‟s
foggy or a lot of spray, if there is nothing behind you.
When something comes up behind you, switch the
fog light off to avoid the glare in the following drivers
eyes. Also when you stop, use the handbrake and
take your foot off the footbrake as the glare from the
brake lights is annoying to those behind. Also cancel
any indicator if you are held in traffic. There is little
more annoying than the car in front‟s indicator light
flashing in your eyes.
There are a lot of temporary traffic lights cropping up. If you are the first car at the red light,
consider switching to side lights whilst stationary, as this prevents glare and helps
oncoming traffic see past your vehicle.
In brief – think about other drivers, and how your use of lights affects them.
But what about when the boot is on the other foot? What can you do when you are the one
being dazzled?
First and most important, Do Not Retaliate – this results in two dazzled drivers which
could be fatal: you could give a brief flip of your fog light to alert the other driver to your
distress. Avoid focusing on the dazzling light – look over towards the curb instead. Slow
down so you have more time to assess hazards – like pedestrians wearing all black
clothing!
Bill recommends the use of yellow
tinted glasses which come in a variety
of types and can be had from
Amazon starting under £10 or even
less on Ebay.

What to do if your car fails an MOT test because of a
'dangerous' fault and you're unhappy with the repair
quote from the garage





New MOT rules were introduced in May, with 3 different defect categories
These are minor, major and dangerous - the latter resulting in an instant fail
Dangerous faults deem the car as no longer being road legal and therefore can't be
driven again until the issue is fixed and the vehicle passes another MOT test
This has resulted in garages charging high repair costs knowing an owner can't drive
away - but there are ways to avoid being held to ransom...

As of 20 May 2018, the MOT test has included three new defect categories: minor, major
and dangerous.
While a minor issue means your car will still pass the MOT assessment, either a major or
dangerous fault results in a instant fail.
The latter - and most serious of the three - also automatically records the vehicle as no
longer being road legal on the MOT digital database, meaning an owner faces a £2,500
fine if caught driving it without the necessary repair.
As exclusively revealed by This is Money earlier this month, 1,131,376 cars have failed
MOTs because of dangerous defects since 20 May.
Under the more stringent assessments, these vehicles are automatically deemed to pose
an 'immediate risk to road safety and/or serious impact on the environment' and cannot be
driven on the road until it's been fixed.
This has resulted in many drivers paying over the odds for new parts and labour, because
garages that have MOT tested the vehicle are then able to 'hold owners to ransom' over
repair costs.
Previous reports by car maintenance service provider MotorEasy found that within the first
few weeks of the new MOT test rules, garages had been holding owners to ransom by
charging astronomical fees to have 'dangerous' faults repaired knowing the keeper couldn't
legally drive it away.
'We have already seen examples of garages using an interpretation of the wording in the
DVSA guidance to bullying motorists to get repairs done before leaving the premises,
which they have no right to do,' said MotorEasy founder, Duncan McClure Fisher back in
early June.
'Unscrupulous businesses could not only make customers feel they're unable to take their
car away if it fails, but could also hold the customer to ransom over parts and labour prices
as a result.
'After all, if you think you can't drive the car away, you lose all your negotiation power.'

When we asked the DVSA to clarify the rule earlier this year, MOT service manager, Neil
Barlow, said: 'If a car has failed its MOT with a dangerous fault, DVSA's advice is that it
should not be driven until the defect is repaired.
'This is because it's dangerous to both the driver and other road users.'
However, he then confirmed: 'Garages are unable to prevent owners from driving their cars
away.
'But they will provide advice to the owner on what they should do to keep the car safe.'
So what can you do if you're in a situation where your vehicle has a defect categorised as
dangerous when it fails an MOT test? How do you ensure you're not being ripped off by
the garage? And can you arrange for the car to be fixed elsewhere for cheaper?
Here is what MotorEasy recommends:
What to do if your car has a dangerous defect in the MOT test
1. ALWAYS ask for a written quotation for repairs
Garages won't exaggerate (or lie) so easily in writing, and it helps you see where the big
savings might be found.
Having the quotation in writing also gives you a starting point when enquiring about repairs
elsewhere.
2. Check the labour times
Ask them how many hours the job will take and what industry system they have used to
look those times up.
Engineers can check job times against AutoData and Haynes E3 Technical databases, so
again you will able to ask elsewhere about the pricing for the work being carried out.
3. Check parts costs online
Look online at the cost of parts as a barometer to check if you're being ripped off.
Those registered with MotorEasy have access to trade prices, so can find out what the
garage is paying for replacement components.
4. Haggle
If you believe the bill is too high, tell the workshop you would like to give them the work but
can only afford a certain amount.
5. If you're not happy with their price, there is a way you can go elsewhere
If they won't budge on the high repair fees, you

to recover the car from the premises.

can arrange for another garage

Legally, you are not allowed to drive the vehicle away yourself, so make sure the garage
knows it needs to be
collected.
During the MOT test the
workshop are not allowed
to strip anything off the car,
so as long as you don't
authorise that, the car will
drive out as it drove in (and
onto a recovery truck if
needs be). If they do strip
the car without authority
and you can't put the failed
parts back on it's the MOT-testing garage's responsibility to resolve this.
And remember, if the car has failed due to a 'major' fault rather than a 'dangerous' one you
CAN still legally drive it away, just as long as you have another MOT test booked.
6. Always check your bill against the written quotation you originally received
No matter which garage conducts repairs, make sure you compare the final bill with the
written quote. It's amazing how often there will be an error on the final bill that they will
take off when you produce your quote.

Universal Laws.
Law of Mechanical Repair
After your hands become coated with grease, your nose will begin to itch and you'll
have to pee.
Law of Gravity –
Any tool, nut, bolt, screw, when dropped, will roll to the least accessible place in the
universe.
Law of Probability The probability of being watched is directly proportional to the stupidity of your act.
Law of Random Numbers –
If you dial a wrong number, you never get a busy signal; someone always answers.
Variation Law –
If you change lines (or traffic lanes), the one you were in will always move faster than
the one you are in now.
Law of the Result –
When you try to prove to someone that a machine won't work, IT WILL!!!

Citroën Launches The First Glasses That
Alleviate Travel Sickness.
A popular brand in the
noble sense of the term
aimed resolutely at
providing comfort for all,
Citroën is presenting
SEETROËN, the first
glasses to help aid with
motion sickness.
While being unable to
prevent high tides or traffic
jams, Citroën are providing
a solution for the widespread complaint (also known as kinetosis) that affects over 30
million Europeans in a chronic manner. One in three people experience motion
sickness symptoms at least once in their life.
Having discovered a solution initially developed for sailors, Citroën has decided to
extend its use to the general public on boats as well as in cars, buses and planes by
creating the SEETROËN glasses:
• SEETROËN glasses use Boarding RingTM technology developed by the start-up of
the same name based in Var in the south of France. The patented and tested
paramedical solution has an efficacy rating of 95%.
• Equipped with moving liquid in the rings around the eyes, both along the frontal axis
(right/left) and sagittal axis (front/back), the glasses recreate the horizon line to resolve
the conflict between the Eyes and the middle ear, which is what causes the affliction.
• For the design of the glasses, Citroën called on 5.5, a collective design studio based
in Paris, which has successfully incorporated the Brand‟s fresh, simple and ergonomic
style. The result is a pair of glasses with a high-tech look in white soft-touch plastic.
So how do they work exactly?
• Put on the glasses as soon as you experience the initial symptoms.
• After 10 to 12 minutes, the glasses enable the mind to resynchronise with the
movement perceived by the inner ear while the eyes were focused on an immobile
object such as a smartphone or a book.
• Take the glasses off and enjoy the rest of your journey.
For use by adults and children aged over ten (when the inner ear has finished growing).
The glasses are glassless, so they can be shared between all the family and travelling
companions. They can also be worn over other glasses.
Cost around £90 but probably well worth it since they can be used on boats and planes
as well as in the car and also for the whole family.

DIARY DATES
Tues
Sun
Sun
Tues
Sun
Sun
Tues

5th
10th
17th
5th
10th
17th
2nd

Feb
Feb
Feb
Mar
Mar
Mar
April

Whitworth Centre 7.30
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10am
Whitworth Centre 7.30
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10am
Whitworth Centre 7.30

Brooklands racing circuit
Guidance
Guidance
Quiz
Guidance
Guidance
AGM

Sun
Sun
Mon
Sun
Sun

14th
21st
6th
12th
19th

April
April
May
May
May

Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Easter
May Day
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10am

Guidance
NO MEETING
NO MEETING
Guidance
Guidance

Chesterfield Dates

All meetings at

ST THOMAS’ CHURCH CENTRE, CHATSWORTH ROAD, CHESTERFIELD S40 3AW
No current info available - sorry!

Last date for copy for the April/May Newsletter is Mar 7th for articles, Mar 14th for
tests, new members etc.
Articles, letters, clippings etc. for inclusion to Kate Froggatt 4, Tennyson St. Mansfield
NG18 5PN 01623 644047
katefroggatt@talktalk.net

For the Two Bike Family.?

A 625

Eyre Arms
Calver S32 3XH

Stoney
Middleton

A 621

A 623

B 6001
A 619

Baslow

Chatsworth

A 619

A6

To Chesterfield

Bakewell
B 6012

Rowsley
A6

B 5057

The Whitworth Centre
Station Road Darley Dale
Matlock DE4 2EQ

A 632
Kelstedge

A6

Darley
Dale

Matlock
Crown Sq

Highfield School
Matlock DE4 5NA

To Matlock Bath
A6

Meeting Venues
Outdoor Guidance
Eyre Arms Calver. S32 3XH Car park
Second Sunday in month10.00am
Highfields School Matlock. DE4 5NA Lower car park
Third Sunday in month 10.00am all year
Summer months First Mon in month 7.00pm
Indoor Winter Months October to April
The Whitworth Centre, Station Road Darley Dale DE4 2EQ
First Tues in month 7.30pm
See Diary dates for details or our web site

GROUP COMMITTEE 2016 - 2017
Group Secretary Bill Storey 01629 812732
2 Wye Bank, Bakewell, Derbyshire. DE45 1BH
matlockdhv1@btinternet.com

Facebook - Matlock IAM

Twitter - MatlockIAM

GROUP OFFICERS
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Group Secretary
Group Treasurer

Kevin Knight 01629 584142
knightowls@btopenworld.com
Ian Revill 01629593684
Bill Storey 01629 812732
Ann Barry 01629 540599
The Lodge King‟s Hill, Brassington, Matlock DE4 4HA

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Guidance (Matlock
Guidance (Mbk)
Guidance (Hope)
Training Officer
Newsletter Distn.
Committee
Web Designer

Iain Harwood 01629 55563
Keith Pearce 01629 57828
Kate Froggatt 01623 644047

mail@minandiain.org.uk

Kevin Knight
David Graham, Mike Micallef Ian Revill
Emma Harper.

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Kate Froggatt 4, Tennyson Street, Mansfield, Notts. NG18 5PN
01623 644047 katefroggatt@talktalk.net

Data Protection Act.
Details which members have supplied to the Group are held on a database for
the club‟s own use. If you object to your details being held in this way, please
inform the Secretary, in writing.

The contents of this Newsletter are purely the views of contributors and do not necessarily
constitute the views of the Editor, the Institute, or the Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys)
Group of Advanced Motorists.
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